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Disclaimer
Not comprehensive, surely biased, my view 
of what is going on in the field.
(Almost) not discussing:

Oscillation physics with LA “ICARUS” like 
detectors (will be covered by André Rubbia)
Potential of Beta Beams (will be covered by 
Jacques Bouchez)
Super Beams proposals and potential (Dough 
Michael)



Outline
Preliminaries
Early research on neutrino oscilations at 
NuFact, as told by Spires (1998-2000)
Degeneracies, Correlations, Systematic 
errors (2001,2002)
Puzzling it out

Combining two facilities to solve degeneracies
Combining golden and silver channels

Conclusions 



Preliminaries







Evidence for 
oscilations



Early research on neutrino 
oscillations at Nufact, as 
told by Spires (1997-2000)



Neutrino Factory (re)invented



Wrong sign muons give access to full PNMS 
matrix including CP



Matter effects



CP violation in 3 and 4 families



CP Violation in 3 and 4 families. 
Depencency with θ13



Sign of ∆m2, precision measurement of 
atmospheric parameters



Simultaneous Measurement of θ13 and δ
through wrong sign muons



Physics potential



Degeneracies, correlations, 
systematic errors. Super 
Beams vs Nufact
(2001,2002)



Oscillation Probability





Intrinsic Degeneracy

Combining two baselines



Sign degeneracy



θ23 degeneracy and 
limitations on physics 
potential of superbeams



Super Beams vs Neutrino 
Factories







Puzzling it out



Solving intrinsic degeneracy combining two 
facilities

Combination 
of SB + NF

SB alone

Intrinsic degeneracy



Solving  sign Degeneracy 
combining two facilities

Nufact CombinationSuper Beam



Solving  θ23 Degeneracy combining two 
facilities

Super Beam NuFact Combination



Solving Degeneracies at 
Nufact combining golden 
and silver channels







The Emulsion Cloud Chamber (ECC)

Emulsions for tracking, passive material as 
target

Established technique 
charmed “X-particle” first observed 

in cosmic rays (1971)
DONUT/FNAL beam-dump experiment: 7ντ

observed (2000)

< µm space res. mass

Pb

ν
τ

1 mm

Emulsion layers

track segments

∆m2 = O (10-3 eV2 ) → Mtarget ~  2 kton
modular structure (“bricks”): basic performance is preserved
large detector  → sensitivity, complexity
required: “industrial” emulsions, fast automatic scanning



Signal & background vs Eν

3000 km

signal

decay in flight
and

punch-through

charm

732 km

τ+







Conclusions
The Good News: God has chosen LMA. 
Clearly she means us to measure the PMNS 
matrix parameters.
The Bad News: Those measurement are 
difficult both intrinsically (correlations, 
degeneracies) and experimentally (powerful 
new facilities needed).



Conclusions (II)
The Bad News: Technological and economical 
restrictions may delay the neutrino factory more 
than we would like.
The Good News: Super-Beam and Beta Beam 
facilities may be operational earlier. They are 
SYNERGETIC to NUFACT.
The combination of two or more facilities, two 
baselines, and precious (golden & silver) sub 
leading transitions will eventually unlock Pandora’s 
box for us. Then, loo and behold!
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